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Leading Sustainable Furniture Brand, Copeland Furniture
Set Showcase Lisse Collecting During Fall High Point Market
Bradford, VT (August 25, 2022) – Leading sustainable furniture brand, Copeland Furniture, will
showcase the Lisse Dining Collection during Fall High Point Market October 22-26, 2022. Every design
in the collection features the company's signature style of minimalism and integrated functionality,
resulting in a clean visual presentation. The collection includes an extension table, a buffet, and a
beautifully crafted chair. All Lisse items are available in solid American black walnut and are
manufactured in Copeland's Vermont factory. The Lisse Collection can be seen in Copeland Furniture's
showroom located at Showplace-5100, Floor 5.
Since 1970, Copeland Furniture has endeavored to produce furniture for discerning consumers who
appreciate exceptional design and quality. With sustainability as a guiding force, Copeland has created
signature collections, each furniture piece designed for the next generation to enjoy its enduring beauty.
The Lisse Collection showcases Copeland's attention to detail in each piece's curves and lines, creating a
timeless style.
Lisse Dining Room

The Lisse Dining Room exhibits graceful curvature and smooth flush joints throughout. With its molded
and sculptural lines, Lisse is a study in subtle complexity. The result is an architectural beauty that is
both simple and modern, created with the same uncompromising attention to quality for which Copeland
is known. Lisse Dining Tables will be available in two configurations: extension table and glass top. The
glass top table will be offered in two sizes.

Lisse Chair

Lisse Buffet

The Lisse Buffet showcases Copeland's signature style of minimalism. This piece offers generous
storage space to keep your dining area looking neat and organized. Crafted from premium solid
hardwood, the buffet features clean lines and pairs with the rest of the Lisse Dining Collection to create
an artistic and cohesive look. All Lisse items are available in solid American black walnut and are
manufactured in Copeland’s Vermont factory.
###
About Copeland:
Copeland Furniture started in the 1970s as a family-owned and operated enterprise. Its mission is to create
beautiful wood products from natural hardwoods while simultaneously protecting the beauty of the nature
surrounding them. During their many periods of growth, they have evolved from a one-man operation in

an old garage in East Corinth, Vermont, to a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility located on the banks of
the Connecticut River in Bradford, Vermont. More than four decades later, Copeland Furniture has stayed
true to its creed and places high value on quality furniture that lasts multiple generations. It believes that
understated, well-designed structures inform our creative sensibilities each day, and continuous
improvement is what allows their company to thrive and excel. For more information, please visit the
official website www.copeland furniture.com.

